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“Consumers are more likely than ever to be accessing
content one article at a time via social media or search,
weakening the appeal of printed collections of content. The
popularity of digital channels is pushing publishers
towards multimedia content as users of digital channels
expect video, interactive polls and other interactive media
as part of the experience.”
– Mark Flowers, Consumer Technology Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Shift to digital channels pushes magazines to re-invent themselves as multimedia brands
Price drops and free issues are not the only way to increase the value proposition of print
magazines

Print magazine circulation is declining and consumers are more likely than ever to be accessing content
one article at a time via social media or search, weakening the appeal of printed collections of content.
The popularity of digital channels which has precipitated this shift in consumption habits is also pushing
publishers towards multimedia content. Users of digital channels expect video, interactive polls and
other media as part of the experience.
In light of this, the idea of a magazine as a standalone publication has become much less sustainable.
Future success depends on diversification of content and rapid adoption of new media formats as they
become available. In addition to distributing content across a variety of channels in a variety of
formats, publications have tried to move beyond content into running events and branding products.
Meanwhile, machine-learning technology has opened the door for future developments in automated
curation of digital content. With such an abundance of content available, the ability to filter out content
that individual readers are not interested in is likely to become a key differentiating feature for digital
content platforms in the near future.
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Figure 27: User profile of Empire, November 2016
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Figure 28: User profile of NME, November 2016
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Men display a preference for specific-interest or themed magazines while women prefer to read a variety of content
Figure 37: Factors influencing magazine purchases, by gender, September 2016

Where Magazines are Read
Digital magazines more likely to be read on the go
Figure 38: Situations in which magazines were read in the last 6 months, September 2016
Urban areas produce different reading habits
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